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“Let us begin by taking what used to be called a ‘cavalier attitude’.
—Henri LeFebvre, The Right to the City
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The Right To The Country
01
“The right to the city is like a cry and a demand. This right slowly meanders through
the surprising detours of nostalgia and tourism, the return to the heart of the traditional
city, and the Call of existent or recently developed centralities.” 1

Henri Lefebvre’s made it clear in his book, The Right to the City, that this
notion was meant to provoke rather than clearly delineate a detailed set of guidelines and
outcomes. He wrote, “this work wants to break up systems, not to substitute another
system, but to open up through thought and action towards possibilities by showing
the horizon and the road.”2 His anarchic attitude is shared by this reimagination of the
term, and it is one that relieves me of the tiresome burden of getting into too much detail.
Like any right, the right to the country is proposed as a social agreement founded on
the consistency of our own human bodies to traverse cultural and political boundaries.
Humans need the country and human dignity cannot exist without some power to shape
the space we inhabit, and we certainly inhabit the country.
Firstly, the Right to the country means that we have a right to continue to have
the country. Even from afar, urbanites deserve to understand the landscape impacts of the
choices they make, from consumption to transportation. The right to the country begins
by ensuring the protection and continued existence of the country, but it doesn’t stop
there.
The Right to the Country claims the countryside as a collectively created space
and suggests any ruralite deserves the power to shape the countryside in which they
live, work, and play. The Right to the Country is also “a meeting point for building
collective life,”3 and begins with acknowledging the extent to which a diverse group of of
rural people have shaped the hinterlands. A champion of the right to the Country must
acknowledge the past denial of that right to rural laborers. The Right to the country is a
concept bursting with tension and possibility. It is intrinsically an embrace of competing
goals and layered scales of utility. It suggests that the choices made by those living with
the environmental costs of production will naturally be the choices that improve life on
earth at a large scale. The right to the country can “reclaim the city [country] as a cocreated space—a place for life detached from the growing effects that commodification
and capitalism have had over social interaction and the rise of spatial inequalities in
worldwide cities [hinterlands] throughout the last two centuries.”4
1
Henri LeFebvre, The Right to the City, The Anarchist Library, accessed May 24, 2020, https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/henri-lefebvre-right-to-the-city.
2	 Ibid.
3	 Ibid.
4	 Ibid.
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Spontaneous Rural Vegetation
02
The rural landscapes that sustain life on the planet are as constructed
as the urban realm, and like the urban realm, nature appropriates the built
environment in unexpected ways. These first (or should it be fourth ?) natures
will continue to express unforseen ecological predelections, telling us, rather
than verse visa, what wants to grow where. Just as we have begun to notice and
document these once overlooked characters volunteering themselves in urban
ecologies,1 the rural landscapes of green infrastructure and agriculture have
already begun to yield an array of ecological profiles unique to the conditions
within which they assert themselves.
When someone speaks of spontaneous rural vegetation, you would do well
to stop them immediately to clarify whether they mean spontaneous vegetation in
the rural realm or spontaneous vegetation related to agriculture, which can find
its way into more heavily urbanized zones. In an agricultural setting, pigweed and
pokeweed may “spontaneously” crop up within cornfields, to the dismay of the
farmer. In this case, the plants may be categorized as spontaneous rural vegetation
simply because of the location in which they have appeared. Conversely, in
urban areas, common weeds such as lambsquarters, dandelions, sorrel, and hairy
bittercress are all edible and sold by some boutique farmers as novel additions to
our salad bowls. In these cases, such plants can also be classified as spontaneous
rural vegetation because of their function as an agriculturally cultivated plant
which also appears in unexpected places in te urban environment.
Although this description is meant only to reinterpret an existing term,
rather than totally deconstruct the term itself, I can’t help but add a note in
conclusion to question the idea of “spontenaeity,” as entirely appropriate.
Although suitable for a first draft of the concept, spontenaeity is misleading.
It suggests the appearance of something out of thin air, like Cinderella’s fairy
godmother. Maybe it’s time to start considering an adjective that might do justice
to the stories behind the arrival of each unexpected plant.

1
David Seiter, Spontaneous Urban Plants: Weeds in NYC (New York: Archer, 2016); David Seiter, Peter
Del Tredici, Wild Urban Plants of the Northeast: a Field Guide (Ithaca: Comstock Publishing Associates, an
imprint of Cornell University Press, 2020).
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Rural Fabric
03
“Carried by the urban fabric, urban society and life penetrate the countryside. Such a way
of living entails systems of objects and of values... Within the mesh of the urban fabric
survive islets and islands of ‘pure’ rurality, often (but not always) poor areas peopled with
ageing peasants, badly ‘integrated’, stripped of what had been the nobility of peasant life
in times of greatest misery and of oppression.”1
--Henri Lefebvre, The Right to the City
“What, then, of urban fabric? Clues to its nature may be found by considering the use of
language in the various terms used to describe it. The habitual use of the singular - ‘the’
urban fabric - implies that there is only one per urban area, however it may locally be
contorted or riven. The urban fabric, like urban structures and spaces, also embodies
the concept of continuity... If you have ever ironed a shirt, you may note the peculiar
frustration that occurs because, while a shirt it is sufficiently unlike a solid object (a shoe,
for example) that you can attempt to iron it in the first place, it is not quite planar enough
to enable you to do it with any ease.” 2

Lefebvre suggests that there is only an urban fabric, punctured by gaping
holes of “pure rurality,” but I disagree. In the Anthropocene, we know that cities,
rural landscapes, and conservation wilds alike are all fabrics of one and the
same loom, “systems of objects and of values.”3
Fabric is a useful analog for landscape. Fabric is built of layered theads;
many seperate pieces are brought together to form a whole that is greater than
the sum of its parts, woven together by repetitive operations. Each individual
strand is changed by its proximity to each of the others. Threads form patterns,
a field that frames and serves human bodies in nature. You can pull fabric from
one end and feel a tug at the other. Rural fabric is the same.

1
Henri LeFebvre, The Right to the City, The Anarchist Library, accessed May 24, 2020, https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/henri-lefebvre-right-to-the-city.
2	 Stephen Marshall, “Defining the Dimensions of Urban Design,” Defining the Dimensions of Urban
Design, accessed May 23, 2020, https://web.archive.org/web/20060903032212/http://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/research/marshall/publication2.htm.
3
Henri LeFebvre, The Right to the City, The Anarchist Library, accessed May 24, 2020, https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/henri-lefebvre-right-to-the-city.
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Tactical Ruralism
04
Where a strategy is a big-picture plan designed to achieve a major long-term goal,
strategies imply the outlay of sizable resources—money, time, and people—as well as the
considered, official imprimatur of an organization or institution. Tactics, on the other
hand, happen at a smaller scale. If strategy answers the question “Why are we doing this?,”
then tactics answer the question “How are we getting it done?” 1

Nowhere is this approach more useful than in rural areas where funding
for changes to the landscape can be scarce but where the need and impact can
be the greatest. Quick and cheap actions of creative ingenuity, often temporary
and unsanctioned by law, tactics are nothing new for working class people in any
environment.
When considering the meaning and goals of tactical ruralism, one first
examines tactical urbanism more closely. Is tactical urbanism intended to make
a place more urban? Not exactly. Tactical urbanism is meant to quickly update
spaces to express a designer’s particular values within the urban context—the
best practices in urbanism today, which might be changing faster than the political will to update urban infrastructure. Because the meaning of ruralness is
changing just as quickly and there is even less wherewithal for top-down intervention in the country, tactical ruralism is just as useful if not downright necessary. Because there is much less written about the best ways to design in the
rural context now, this thesis book is focused on beginning to definine specific
goals of rural design. Tactical ruralism is then a means to that end.
If the goal for rural areas today is to redefine undeveloped land as valuable as it is, a working landscape that actively supports urban development, then
one example of tactical ruralism might be raising awareness of the hard work
forests, riparian zones, and prairies do to support us. Turning any space into a
farm could be a form of tactical ruralism. Conversely, so could seeing first nature for the second nature that it is, like a forest that provides berries in summer,
mushrooms in spring, meat in winter, fruit in the fall, and wood, shelter, and
broader climate services all year round.
If another goal for rural areas is to acknowledge the cultural construction of country and the importance of supporting rural community life at a local
scale, tactical ruralism might equally involve strengthening sense of place in rural community centers, encouraging small town walking and biking to and from
rural community nodes and workplaces, and creating spaces for young and old,
immigrants and long time community members.

From seed bombing
to creative use of
digital technology to
small acts of planting
and forage, tactical
ruralism can take
many forms.

1	 Karen Munro, “Tactical Urbanism,” American Libraries Magazine, May 22, 2018, https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2017/09/01/tactical-urbanism/.
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Walkable Country
05
I am probably the greatest walker in Concord,—to its disgrace be it said.

—Thoreau to H.G.O. Blake, 13 March 1856

Why can’t the country be walkable too? A walkable country means creating more and better opportunities for humans to perambulate through the rural
landscape. Designers of the walkable country know that pedestrians will not be
thwarted by rural scale, but in fact drawn to it for the unique pedestrian experiences which only the countryside can afford. Not only would wilderness hikers and
urban hikers equally enjoy rural hiking, rural people would benefit from a greater
diversity in transportation options beyond cars.
One of the greatest challenges to the walkable country was described by
Thoreau in 1836, when he lamented the countryside becoming further “divided
into private property when fences shall be multiplied, and man traps and other
engines invented to confine men to the public road; and walking over the surface of God’s earth, shall be construed to mean trespassing on some gentleman’s
grounds.” 1 Creating a walkable country means creating a culture in which pedestrian travel across private land is more accepted, and as many resources go
towards walking paths as automobile infrastructure.
There are many examples of successful rural scale pedestrian routes that
might inspire replication. The Appalachian Trail, constructed in 1925, passes
through wilderness, countryside, and even town centers from Maine to Georgia. Over 2,100 miles, it sees roughly 3 million visitors a year.2 At a smaller scale,
Serenbe, a recent biophilic suburban development built into the countryside outside of Atlanta, Georgia, has incorporated a trail system throughhout the fabric of
the community.3 The walking paths are direct and gridded, while the automobile
routes are winding, a design detail meant to encourage walking over driving in the
fabric of the community.
What if our community transportation walkways connected to our recreational hiking paths and connected communities together through the countryside? What if attracting urbanites to the rural realm to support ecotourism and
agritourism didn’t have to assume that they drive to get there?

1
Henry David Thoreau, “Essays,” The Walden Woods Project, August 8, 2018, https://www.walden.org/
collection/essays/.
2
.“Appalachian Trail Conservancy,” accessed May 24, 2020, https://appalachiantrail.org/.
3
“Serenbe,” Serenbe.com, accessed May 24, 2020, https://serenbe.com/.
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The Image of the Country
06

ners would do well to incorporate an understanding of rural legibility, imageability, and the Images of the Country that they disrupt and create.

Although clarity or legibility is by no means the only important property of a beautiful
city, it is of special importance when considering environments at the urban scale of size,
time, and complexity. To understand this, we must consider not just the city as a thing in
itself, but the city being perceived by its inhabitants.
-Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City

Like the Image of the City, The Image of the Country is formed in a mental stew made of paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks.1 Imageability of
the country depends on the scale of these spaces and the manner in which they
are experienced: whether on foot, by car, or even aerially by plane or satellite
imagery. In the digital age, we can’t ignore the experience of a site culturally and
through media representation as well.2 Anywhere there is human social life and
culture, the perception of place by the people in the place is important. It is even
important to consider the perception of people outside of the place in the case of
rural landscapes, which are deeply impacted by urban-dwellers as well.
Because many form an Image of the Country from digital and aerial
representation or perceptability from the highway, design in the countryside has
lost touch with the experiences of rural people on the ground. Understanding
the Image of the Country, according to it’s description in Kevin Lynch’s “The Image of the City” will be an important tool for returning rural design to something
that may better enhance quality of life for rural communities.
The Image of the Country in the information age is heavily influenced by
the availability of digital imagery of the countryside. Because of the commodification of rural aesthetics in marketing and design, it’s mythology in media
and art, as well as tools like Google Earth, people often create an Image of the
Country without even going there. In James Corner’s Taking Measures Across
the American Landscape, the authors focus on what can be learned from aerial views of the rural American landscape, and the book is summarized as an
argument that “the American landscape makes sense from the air.” 3 The book
points out how “the aerial view has not only captured the imaginations of people
around the planet, but has also emerged as a powerful tool in the planning and
shaping of regions.”4 In many cases, the designers of these regions have made
decisions based on an aerially and culturally-constructed image of the country.
In coming rural landscape design opportunities, landscape designers and plan1
Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge: MIT, 1968).
2
Miwon Kwon, “One Place after Another | The MIT Press,” accessed May 23, 2020, https://mitpress.mit.
edu/books/one-place-after-another.
3	 James M. Corner and Alex S. MacLean, Taking Measures across the American Landscape (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000). p. 3
4	 Ibid, 15.
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Pictured here is one possible image of the country. In
a fisherman’s memory, the junket into the rural landscape may be defined by the illy territory, a corridor
of stone steps, the node of the water body itself (an
inhabitable landmark), and defining landmarks of the
experience which are remembered out of scale with
the landscape., like a fish, a boat, a butterfly, a fellow
fisherman.
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The Shining Hill
07
“For we must consider that we shall be as a city upon a hill. The eyes of all people
are upon us. So that if we shall deal falsely with our God in this work we have
undertaken, and so cause Him to withdraw His present help from us, we shall be
made a story and a by-word through the world….But if our hearts shall turn away, so
that we will not obey, but shall be seduced, and worship other Gods, our pleasure and
profits, and serve them; it is propounded unto us this day, we shall surely perish out of
the good land whither we pass over this vast sea to possess it.” 1
--John Winthrop, 1630

The phrase “City upon a hill” comes from Jesus’s Sermon on the Mount as
described in the Gospel of Matthew in the Bible.2 Used by Governor John Winthrop in 1630 to describe America, it is a phrase representing the birth of American exceptionalism, an idea that we lead the world by example.3 The phrase was
revived in political rhetoric of the 20th century, especially for the purpose of justifying American intervention into other countries’ economies and wars.4
Little has been said about the hill itself. Examining the hill is to lament the
erasure intrinsic to colonial urbanization. Landscape architects must always examine the hill. The city wasn’t built on nothing at all; there was a hill. It is symbolic
of our colonial attitude towards this continent that the hill was nothing more than
an armature for our radiant cultural self expression. Upon the hill there must have
been bugs and flowers and grasses and forbes and rivulets and rocks and relationships and bones; as many shades of green as pages in the Bible itself; as many big
and small lives and deaths as might be found in theaters around the world. How
did the water flow down the hill? How was the north side of the hill different from
the south? Deer must have managed the hill’s ecology.5 Indigenous people managed the deer and came to the hill for its views and other hill-type amenities. What
landscape architects already know is that understanding the hill would have made
a better city, and that there is no city upon a hill, first, without a hill.

1
John Winthrop, excerpt from the sermon, ““A Model of Christian Charity,” accessed May 21, 2020,
https://www.gilderlehrman.org/sites/default/files/inline-pdfs/Winthrop’s%20City%20upon%20a%20Hill.pdf
2
Matthew, 15:4 (The Bible).
3
Clara Pauline, “‘A City Upon a Hill’: American Exceptionalism from Puritanism to Postmodernism,”
Medium (Medium, March 21, 2015), https://medium.com/@ClaraPauline/a-city-upon-a-hill-american-exceptionalism-from-puritanism-to-postmodernism-99241b114f9a.
4
“How America Became ‘A City Upon a Hill’ | National ...,” accessed May 24, 2020, https://www.neh.gov/
article/how-america-became-city-upon-hill.
5
William Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New England (New
York: Hill and Wang, 2003).
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Introduction
I’ve always thought of my home as a rural place, but at the beginning of this semester I still wasn’t totally sure what that meant. Several
people I knew growing up were farmers, but these were a minority, and
most of them relied on other sources of income as well. Although Tennessee’s official Bluegrass Music Festival and fiddle-off takes place in my
hometown, most kids I knew growing up listened to pop music on the
radio more often than banjos on the porch. It was more common that our
parents or grandparents grew up on farms. Over the years, it has seemed
like development choices in my town aspire toward suburban forms and
aesthetics, and when most people are employed in the medical, educational, or service sector, could a rural community become effectively an
anchorless suburbia?
It felt important to me to understand what rural means now, not
just to know, but also to know what to do about it as a designer. How
should I go about designing something or someplace that is rural without
being nostalgic, anachronistic, or regressive? How would I do so consciously, with an awareness that agrarianism as a philosophy has traditionally been an upper class phenomena, difficult to pry away from its
historic associations with Western European colonialism and the exploitation of rural laboring bodies and non-human nature alike? How should
rural design be different from urban design, or how should it not? Should
a Rural Design even exist on par with Urban Design as we know it today?
When I embarked upon this thesis topic, I received a lot of questions about the word “rural,” which led to an intense focus on its meaning
in my work. What do you mean by that? There are so many different kinds
of rural places--how can you make generalizations about rural places? Rural is connected to the urban and rural design is already included within
urban design! What are you talking about...our discipline does work in
rural areas.
It’s true that my knowledge of landscape architectural theory is
still very incomplete, but from what I have seen as a student, much of the
contemporary discourse in our field centers urban experience and making cities better, more equitable, and greener. All of these discussions are
important, and my thesis seeks only to build upon them. If ideas about
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urbanism are changing, how should ruralism also change reciprocally?
This thesis loves cities and urbanism and there is no point at which
I have thought of the urban and rural as separate or disconnected, only
that the rural landscape seems intuitively different in character, culture,
and function than cities, and there’s got to be something to that. A reconsideration of the role of rural landscapes and rural design is only possible
because of flourishing, densifying, increasingly vertical urbanism. And
part of my motive behind exploring what the rural should be is to encourage a fuller and better realization of these urban aspirations.
Although I would hope for this work to appeal to ruralites, such as
it is now–its focus on our disciplinary lingo and function as a critique of
an unexamined theoretical primacy of the urban–makes the most sense
directed toward urban landscape architects conscious of our prevailing
disciplinary theory. With that in mind, the point of this work is to draw
attention to the potential value of rural design. I issue a critique of our
focus on urbanism, make a claim about the meaning of rural, and share
my response to a design impetus in my own hometown.
Although I want to be open about how this topic is personal to
me, and how that might influence my designs and emotional attachment
to rural as I know it, I hope that the outcome of my project will include
some grain of more univeral knowledge--a takeaway about the meaning of
ruralness in a changing world that could apply to any rural place. I want to
identify what vastly different rural areas do have in common. The elusiveness of that common thread can be so frustrating given how intuitively we
use the word to communicate in the vernacular. Focusing on decentralization, not just as a formal quality but an approach and action, felt like a
promising way to understand ruralness and frame an approach to design.
Broadening our association of the rural from agriculture and resource
extraction to any form of labor that directly bargains with the earth for
our species’ survival, allows for the meaning of rural to embrace both the
future and the past.
Even though the people and rural areas that support the metabolism of cities have shifted across the globe, an important metamessage of
my thesis is this: even in places where agriculture and traditional rural
pursuits are less dominant, there is still te need for a rural function of
American hinterlands, one that should be protected from manifest (sub)
urbanization because it’s our hope for the future of the climate. Whether
you are designing in the rural Southeast or any other US region, considering uniquely rural conditions in design will ultimately make for a better
functioning whole.
Kids jumping on haybales after church in the rain. McMinnville, Tennessee, September, 2013
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Part 1:
What is Rural Design?
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Chapter 1
Why is rural design important?
A manifesto

my thesis
statement
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The problems inherent to rural design are also the biggest challenges of the coming century: decentralizing infrastructure, sharing
agency with the public, and designing a healthy human relationship with
the environment at a territorial and then global scale. Not only is ruralness a part of the disciplinary past of landscape architecture, it can also
be a part of our future. We must re-examine the meanings of ruralness
to reflect our changing world and shifting relationship with nature. Rural
landscapes deserve different strategies than urban ones do, to meet different goals. However, in order to be good stewards of the land that sustains
civilization, rural people deserve many of the same fundamental design
considerations as do urban people. As landscape design opportunities
to address climate change arise in the rural realm, landscape architects
should use these opportunities to work toward decentralized solutions
that create community ownership, concentrated community development, and incorporate rural community engagement.
In a time of climate change and continued urbanization, my thesis
research is founded on the belief that rural places present the greatest
potential for meaningful climate action. With our multi-scalar understanding of ecology, resource flows, place, and catalytic design, landscape
architects are best prepared to take a broad systemic view that includes
theory-supported design in the hinterlands as well as in the cities. As we
speculate about the potential implementation of a Green New Deal for
the twenty-first century, with its many opportunities for our profession,
landscape architects are in a position to advocate for good design in rural
areas, many of which have been overlooked, environmentally challenged,
are changing dramatically, and hold the keys to addressing climate
change at a scale that reflects the size of the challenge. (Never mind that
they also appear to hold the keys to our nation’s political future.) Design of
ecological urban parks, though vitally important, is not alone enough to
address the impact that humans are having on the planet. The interest we
have today in material histories pokes at the idea that we need to understand a fuller story of design. The scale of the problem of climate change
requires us to think bigger, but not necessarily to design bigger.
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Thinking ecologically means interrogating the nearsightedness of
our own language. Examining our heavy-handed use of the word “urban”
could be a helpful first step toward crafting a healthier relationship with
nature. Not because the urban isn’t natural, because it is. Just as the urban
realm is ecological, so the rural realm is cultural...and of course ecological too! Because ruralness is a cultural construction made up of people
who think of themselves as rural, we must explicitly address rural design.
It is radical to treat rurality as a design goal (without romanticizing
it of course!) because current conditions of capitalism precipitate urbanization of the rural landscape. Finding a design framework for successful
and distinctly rural landscapes through healthier rural communities without necessarily the earmarks of continued urban growth, then becomes
finding an alternative to endless growth, a force at the heart of all of our
environmental issues.
Ruralness represents second nature: nature formed for the sake of
human survival. In the Anthropocene, everything becomes 2nd nature as
we attempt to survive in the world we have entirely re-made. The role of
rural landscapes must adapt as well. It has been said that the last century
was that of architecture, and the next will be that of landscape architecture. Similarly, the last century was one of urbanity, and perhaps the next
must bring us into greater dialogue with the rural to effectively support
the cities of the future.
Rural land is full of potential because it is enormous. Individual
land owners in rural territories make personal decisions about the vast
majority of US land on a 20 or 30-year time scale. The idea of stewardship-- humbly and respectfully caretaking land that one does not own-could be a model for designers and urbanites impacting rural lands at a
large scale owned by many individuals. Although people in the city do not
directly own rural land, they benefit from its caretaking. Urban stewardship of rural land means greater reciprocity and systemic support for the
rural communities who directly shape the land that supports everyone.
Mutual aid and a culture of stewardship might not be enough, however,
without incorporating economic value of the environmental services of
rural landscapes into our urban-rural transactions. We already have a
word for this: environmental economics.
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In February, 2019, Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, of New York,
and Sen. Ed Markey of Massachusetts released a resolution setting the
framework for a Green New Deal. The resolution is loose but makes clear
that it could bring about huge changes for rural America. As it stands
now, however, the Green New Deal is in danger of applying urban solutions to a rural problem. In other words, large-scale centralized technocratic solutions to a problem best solved with decentralized, community
engaged solutions. In proportion to the severity of the climate crisis, the
Green New Deal offers funding for carbon-cutting energy infrastructure,
transportation infrastructure, and more sustainable production and
agricultural practices. Although these changes are necessary, they might
miss an opportunity to improve upon past paradigms of intervention into
the rural landscape and fail to be sustainable if they do not build up rural communities, engage reciprocally with rural communities, properly
respect rural people for the work they do in service of the climate, create
partnerships with individuals, work interculturally, forge strong connections and relationships, and systemically build an ongoing urban stewardship of the rural realm. This would be the so-called “just transition.” In the
past, technocratic solutions have involved treating the rural landscape as
a blank slate. Rural communities should take the lead in the design of the
Green New Deal because these interventions will need to be woven into
rural communities and rural landscapes in order to be successful in the
long term.
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Chapter 2
What is rural?
Agriculture / 2nd Nature
What does it mean for a place to be “rural”? The United States
Department of Agriculture defines rural as any “non-metro” area outside
of municipal city limits,1 while the US Census bureau defines rural as
“open country and settlements with fewer than 2,500 residents,” according
to delineations released in 2012.2 The Oxford English Dictionary defines
rural as “pastoral, bucolic, relating to the countryside and agrarian
economic pursuits.”3 Definitions of rural can be difficult to peel apart
from agriculture or resource extraction. Culturally they are often infused
with simplicity and innocence—at worst characterized by ignorance and
regressiveness, and at best, ingenuity, close community, spirituality,
and connection to nature. Another definition listed in the OED is simply
“opposed to urban.” Untangling this multitude of definitions, and keeping
things general enough to remain relevant for the future, leaves us with
someting related to density and a direct working relationship with nature
for our collective survival.
Rural is harder to define now than ever before because
technological, economic, and cultural change in the US and globally has
split many rural Americans from the agricultural work that was once
synonymous with the rural. The working landscapes of small farms have
largely been replaced by bigger and bigger industrialized agriculture
(reducing the labor force to machines and migrant low-wage workers),
suburban expansion, bedroom communities for wealthy urbanites, and
farms that recreate a nostalgic ideal in order to supplement ecological
practices with tourist income.
A word closely associated with agriculture is “second nature.”
Landscape historian, John Dixon Hunt, introduced the framework of 1st,
second, and thhird nature to describe types of human built spaces in
terms of how they relate to nature and design in different ways.4 Second
nature emerged when humans learned to bend nature into forms of
subsistence to allow for the creation of settlements. Agriculture. In the
1
“What Is Rural?,” USDA ERS - What is Rural?, accessed May 22, 2020, https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/
rural-economy-population/rural-classifications/what-is-rural/.
2
Haya El Nasser, “What Is Rural America?,” The United States Census Bureau, May 23, 2019, https://
www.census.gov/library/stories/2017/08/rural-america.html.
3
Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. “rural,” accessed October 22, 2019,
4
John Dixon. Hunt, Greater Perfections: the Practice of Garden Theory (London: Thames &amp; Hudson, 2000).
Hemp Farm, Bells Bend, Tennessee, July, 2018
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18th century engraving, “Curiositez de la Nature et de L’art,” wild first
nature is portrayed in the distance, with cultivated agricultural fields
of second nature in the middle ground and third nature, a garden, in
the foreground where figures representing Art and Science recline.
Second Nature is labor while third nature is intellectual pursuit and
enjoyment. second nature is order where 1st nature is chaos and our
basest expressions. There is a spectrum from chaos to garden that implies
a particular progression: we can’t enjoy ourselves without taming nature
first; without making sure our basic needs are met.
Today, in the United States, our biggest fears of have shifted from
the sublime chaos of nature to the indeterminacy of climate change.5
Increasingly well documented urban wildness suggests cities are not just
gardens, but wilds too.6 The chaos within our own species, with which we
knowingly hurtle towards our own destruction in exchange for a currency
that we invented suggests that we are more out of control than nature ever
was. Things get interesting with the blurring of lines between survival and
pleasure, wildness and urbanity. As the United States has moved from a
production to consumption economy, providing pleasure as a commodity
has become a matter of survival for many people in both urban and rural
realms. Preserved in its original forms, wild nature must often be tended
as carefully as a garden and is treated as such by those partaking in an
economy of eco-tourism. Wild nature—like a forest—is also increasingly
acknowledged for its utility to human survival on the planet.
To get to the point, although the distinctions between first, second,
and third nature can be blurred, contested, and layered, the set of lenses
remain useful and manifest in different ways at different scales. It is vital
that rural areas at a large scale continue to primarily be second nature.
Agriculture is just one of many ways to use the rural landscape under the
umbrella of collective subsistence. Looking towards the future, this can
and must take other forms. As we accrue awareness of the services nonhuman nature provides, the utilitarian functions of non-human nature
should be valued at least as much as agriculture and the extraction of
resources—those traditional rural pursuits. The rural of the future means
collective subsistence through biodynamic production, regenerative
extraction, carbon sequestration, and yes, agriculture too.
That said, to define them completely as such is to deny people that
live and work in rural areas their “right to the country.” Their community
5
Elizabeth Meyer, “Seized by Sublime Sentiments: Between Terra Firma and Terra Incognita.” In Richhard Haag: Bloedel Reserve and Gas Works Park, edited by William S. Saunders, 5-28. Princeton Architectural
Press, 1998.
6	 David Seiter, Spontaneous Urban Plants: Weeds in NYC (New York: Archer, 2016); David Seiter, Peter
Del Tredici, Wild Urban Plants of the Northeast: a Field Guide (Ithaca: Comstock Publishing Associates, an
imprint of Cornell University Press, 2020).
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Woman is the mothering element
in the world and her vote will go
toward helping forward the time
when life’s Bread, which is home,
shelter and security, and the
Roses of life, music, education,
nature and books, shall be the
heritage of every child that is born
in the country, in the government
of which she has a voice.
— Helen Todd, 1910.
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Rural Collage 2
A rural landscape carved up as a resource by one hand but
used recreationally by another begs further examination of
the real function of US hinterlands. Are they landscapes
of utility, wildness, or pleasure, and what happens when
pleasure becomes an aspect of rural subsistence?

is not merely an abstraction in service to collective subsistence. As Rose
Schneiderman said, The worker must have bread, but she must have
roses, too.7 At a human scale, the rural should be all three natures, just
like the city.
Decline
Inherent in popular conceptions of ruralness today is decline
itself; they are the territories “left behind” after governmental agencies
have drawn lines around urban metropolitan zones using the narrow
metrics of capitalist growth. Although we need some way to point out
the location of cities, the way it is done has consequences. A proponent
of landscape ruralism might encourage skepticism of metropolitan
boundaries for their figure-grounding effect of de-emphasizing the
countryside, and characterizing it as a blank slate. Delineating areas of
importance, based on concentrations of wealth, leaves rural areas as
Andrew Van Dam wrote for the Washington Post in 2019, “defined by
decline.”9 In his article, “The Right To The City,” David Harvey adds this
insight:
“From their very inception, cities have arisen through the
geographical and social concentrations of a surplus product.
Urbanization has always been, therefore, a class phenomen[on]...
since surpluses have been extracted from somewhere and from
somebody (usually an oppressed peasantry) while the control over
the disbursement of the surplus typically lies in a few hands.”10
Presumably the “somewhere” he describes is rural, and from this analysis
we might understand rural to mean a place of economic deficiency.
However, for those of us who love rural places, this definition, although
useful for understanding current conditions, is not entirely enough.
The wealth of the countryside is what environmentalists since
the 1960s and economists since the early 1800s have described as an
externality,11 an economic term referring to costs that are external to the
8

7	 People’s World. “Today in History: Feminist Labor Organizer Rose Schneiderman Is Born.” People’s
World, April 6, 2015. https://www.peoplesworld.org/article/today-in-history-feminist-labor-organizer-rose-schneiderman-is-born/.
8	 Kevin Drum, “Is ‘Rural Decline’ Just a Statistical Artifact?,” Mother Jones, May 25, 2019, https://www.
motherjones.com/kevin-drum/2019/05/is-rural-decline-just-a-statistical-artifact/.
9	 Andrew VanDam, “The Real (Surprisingly Comforting) Reason Rural America Is Doomed to Decline,”
The Washington Post (WP Company, May 24, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/05/24/real-surprisingly-comforting-reason-rural-america-is-doomed-decline/.
10
David Harvey, “The Right to the City,” (New Left Review, October 2008), https://newleftreview.org/
issues/II53/articles/david-harvey-the-right-to-the-city.
11	 “Economics (McConnell), 18th Edition Chapter 16: Public Goods, Externalities, and Information
Asymmetries”
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market. If this wealth—nature, intact ecosystems, undeveloped land—
were valuated more accurately, rural areas would not be defined by
decline. This is not a novel idea. J.B. Jackson, who wrote so much and
so eloquently about rural landscapes that it’s hard to decide which of his
comments to cite, wrote this on the subject of poverty in the context of
undervalued natural beauty:
But what is also essential is for every responsible American to add a new social dimension
to his definition of landscape beauty. We will have to see that an inhhabited landscape is
neither beautiful nor sound unless it makes possible an unfolding of the individual in work
and social relationships just as much as in health and recreation.12

Jackson does not point explicitly to environmental economics as a
solution to the chronic decline of the countryside. He points more
generally to a need for “more serious efforts to meet the gut needs of
society,” describing a “landscape of franchises—an area all to inaccessible
to the small operator,” as the problem.13
Opposites
While the city mouse and the country mouse were opposites,
each with her own specialized sets of skill and knowledge, the
oppositional framing of urban and rural is misleading. A better approach
to understanding the meanings of urban and rural might be one of
mutuality, such as that put forth by Stanislas Fung in “Mutuality and the
Cultures of Landscape Architecture.”14 Urban and rural are places upon a
spectrum if defined according to density and proximity to central power.
If defined according to our relationsip with nature—through the lens of
the three natures—urban and rural are layered systems, understood very
differently at different scales, all part of a social landscape ecology of
patches, corridors, nodes, matrices.15

ably with rural, but their implications are slightly different. William
Cronon used the term “hinterlands” to refer to land that can be understood by its use in relationship to a city. According to Cronon, “the great
West” was the hinterland of Chicago.16 One place can be understood as
a hinterland to more than one urban area when examined at different
scales. In different times, the activities and land usage that define a hinterland change with cities’ changing consumption habits. Defining a rural
area as a hinterland in a loose way that allows for flexibility of form under
a particular economic relationship with a city allows the term to become
very useful in a discussion of how climate services could re-activate struggling rural parts of the US, or rather, re-create hinterlands that once existed in the American landscape but have been undersold by other global
producers of goods.
Countryside
Countryside suggests an amalgam of aesthetic indicators of ruralness. The word suggests a specific image to me: one of rolling pastures,
fields, and forests, tended by people living simple lives in concert with
nature. Countryside is bucolic and old fashioned, and perhaps it is even
some sort of myth. The term does not directly refer to an economic relationship to the city, although the forms we associate with it are the
remnants of one. Countryside is a useful term in this discussion because
it reliably calls up vivid, to me nostalgic, imagery. Although economic
relationships may change, there is some aspect of the countryside that is
worth preserving because it is so beloved. By remaining critical but also
respectful of our own desires for the bucolic experience, we may conclude that perhaps there is a value—outside of nostalgia—to a working
relationship with nature that allows for hedgerows, riperian zones, forest,
pasture, a human scale experience within and interaction with the natural
systems that sustain them.

Hinterlands
Hinterlands and the countryside are both terms used interchange12
J.B. Jackson, “To Pity the Plumage and Ignore the Dying Bird,” In J. B. Jackson and Ervin H. Zube,
Landscapes: Selected Writings of J.B. Jackson (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1970), 145.
13	 Ibid, 141.
14
Stanislas Fung, “Mutuality and the Cultures of Landscape Architecture.” In Recovering Landscape:
Essays in Contemporary Landscape Architecture, edited by James Corner, 140-151. (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1999).
15	 Forman, R.T.T. 1995. Land Mosaics: The Ecology of Landscapes and Regions. Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge, UK.
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Country
Personally, I don’t know anyone that uses the word countryside in
vernacular speech. It’s a word I associate with children’s books and Europeans. Everyone I know calls the countryside just “the country.” As Loretta Lynn put it, “When you’re looking at me, you’re looking at country.”17 Or
16	 William Cronon, Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New York: W.W. Norton, 1997).
17	 Loretta Lynn, “You’re Lookin At Country” September 1971, track no. 1 on You’re Lookin At Country,
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Rural Collage 3
When humans of the Anthropocene
must tenderly hold up the workings
of so-called wild nature to conserve
it. Is it wild? When caretaking
nature becomes a matter of
subsistence, does the earth become
a farm?
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as Luke Bryan asked in his 2017 hit single, “What Makes you Country?”18
The beauty of country is its fluidity between noun, adjective, and adverb.
Where Rem Koolhaas might use the term countryside as catch-all term,19 I
would prefer to use “the country.” Country is also unique from other synonyms to the rural for harkening back to the associations between American identity and ruralness, with all of its contradictions. The country can
refer to everyone in the United States, but it can also refer just to the hinterlands. Defining the US by the country arguably put the working class
ruralite on a patronizing sort of pedestal unsupported by true reciprocity
for their contributions to society. For an age of climate change, the term
should be reimagined as a reminder of our continued urban dependance
on rural lands. If the country still defines us, the poverty in rural communities is all the more ironic.
To conclude, rural and its synonyms are layered and weighted
towards a variety of meanings. Common between them is a sense of both
big and small: small communities, big territories, broad scale, a close
working relationship with nature, and simultaneously a fierce individualism and a sense of collective unity. At a societal scale rural landscapes,
with their many valuated and externalized contributions to civilization,
function as a decentralized utility. Rural communities are the alveoli
of urban respiration. However, at the community scale, ruralness, like
urbanness is a mixture of all three natures. Rural is cultural and placebased, characterized by relationship to nature, labor, and community.
When it comes to good rural design, proposed design solutions should be
integrated into, developed with, and stewarded by a community.
Decentrality could be a valuable concept for approacing rural
design, especially in the context of a Green New Deal overhaul of infrastructure and production. Decentrality demands strategic thinking, trust,
and engagement. It suggests cooperation and individuality at the same
time. Parts of a decentralized system have agency, but they work together
towards a collective goal. Decentralized systems of production and problem-solving are safer, healthier, and better for the environment. Decentralization and centralization, like urban and rural, are both useful and
have their place. One is not inherently better than the other. And at different scales, different levels of centrality appear more dominant. Moving
forward into design, I will explore decentralization in rural design, paired
with community-scale attention to human experience.
Decca Records 1971.
18	 Luke Bryan, “What Makes You Country,” track no. 1 on Whhat Makes You Country, Capitol Records
Nashville, 2017.
19	 Rem Koolhaas, Countryside, A Report (Hohenzollernring: TASCHHEN, 2020.
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What Makes You Country
Luke Bryan (2017)
People talkin’ ‘bout what is and what ain’t country
What gives ‘em a right to wear a pair of beat-up boots?
Is it the size of your tires and your fires, or your wild ass buddies?
Well, give me a minute, let me hit you with some hometown truth
You could be a cowboy on the Texas plain
Or a plowboy waitin’ on the rain
We’re all a little different, but we’re all the same
Everybody doin’ their own thing
I got my dirt road cred when I was twelve
On a no cab tractor hauling them bales
Backing in boats, fishing limb lines
Running bird dogs through the Georgia pines
Step side cover down in peanut dust
Friday night spotlight, and that was us
It might not’ve been you, but I can’t judge
Just be proud of what makes you country
Does it run in your blood?
Did it come from your daddy and mama?
Were you converted by an Alabama song on the radio?
Did you lock eyes with a little green eyed girl from Jackson?
Tell me what got ya, I just gotta know
Me, I got my Sunday learning in a Live Oak Church
Silver Queen corn in a backyard dirt
Waiting for the fall to finally come along
So I can grab my gun and get my outside on
Step side cover down in peanut dust
Friday night spotlight, and that was us
It might not’ve been you, but I can’t judge
Just be proud of what makes you country
Might be from a city or a little farm town
Whatever kind of square that you drove around
Do you wear in on your sleeve or keep it deep down?
You know you gotta let it out
I got my dirt road cred back when I was twelve
On a no cab tractor hauling them bales
Backing in boats, fishing limb lines
Running bird dogs through them Georgia pines
Step side cover down in peanut dust
Friday night spotlight, and that was us
It might not’ve been you, but I ain’t judging
And just be proud of what makes you country
Whatever makes you country
You do your kinda country
They doing they kind of country
I do my kind of country
Whatever makes us country
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Varying Definitions of Rural and Urban Space.
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Chapter 3
What is Now?
Centralization and Decentralization
Leading up to this moment, many in the urban design professions
have focused primarily on, well, urban design. In the United States, the
19th and 20th centuries saw a trend of urbanization that continues globally today.1 Globalization and the rise of industrial agriculture allowed
more and more ruralites to trade agricultural work for industrial, then
service sector or “skilled” labor. As the US population became increasingly urban, there emerged an understandable fascination with the opportunities and challenges created in the built environment where huge
numbers of people concentrate and interact, and built form began to take
on characteristics that rivalled nature in scale and systemic complexity.
Forefront in landscape architectural discourse today are urbanist discussions around evaluating the synthetic natures in the Anthropocene, understanding built environments ecologically, and engaging community in
new and meaningful ways.
Looking way back, urbanization emerged in ancient civilizations
only after humans mastered agriculture and then moved into specialization.2 Early empires boasting great cities, from the Sumerians to the
Aztecs, were built on the capacity for their hinterlands to support sophisticated urban growth.3 With modernity came global economies and the
transformation of the scale and reach of hinterlands; these territories
satisfying urban appetites for goods and resources became increasingly
less local as technology and transportation became more global. Speculation around agricultural wheat markets became the early stock exchange.4
Ships then trains then planes continued to expand an ever quickening and
broadening reach of the economy. Agriculture grew in scale, automated,
and corporatized. The yeoman agrarian vision of Thomas Jefferson, like
many American myths, was short lived if it ever really existed at all.
The American trend towards urbanization was not without push
1
“68% Of the World Population Projected to Live in Urban Areas by 2050, Says UN | UN DESA Department of Economic and Social Affairs,” United Nations (United Nations), accessed May 24, 2020, https://www.
un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/2018-revision-of-world-urbanization-prospects.html.
2	 Robert J. Braidwood, The Near East and the Foundations for Civilization (Eugene: Oregon State System of Higher Education, 1952); James Henry Breasted, The Conquest of Civilization (New York: Harpers, 1926).
3	 Robert McCormick Adams, Heartland of Cities: Surveys of Ancient Settlement and Land Use… (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981), The Uruk Countryside: The Natural Setting of Urban Societies (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1972); The Evolution of Urban Society: Early Mesopotamia and Prehispanic Mexico
(Chicago: Aldine, 1966); Land Behind Baghdad (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965).
4
William Cronon, Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New York: W.W. Norton, 1997).
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and pull, which, viewed up close, could confuse the larger picture of a
steady urbanist trend. With the changing living and working conditions
of urban slums and factories came nostalgia for the countryside, at times
brought to a fever pitch because of pollution and disease (!) or automobile
frenzy.5 Early suburbs can be credited to landscape architecture’s own
Frederick Law Olmsted. His Garden Suburb in Riverside, Illinois, was
designed as early as 1868 to knit country scenery into a more dispersed
urban form on the periphery of the metropolis.6 At the time, he theorized
that the suburbs would replace agrarian life and that a suburban yeomanry would emerge as the backbone of the increasingly urban nation, “just
as the independent yeoman farmers of an earlier time had been the mainstay of the rural republic.”7 Building upon Olmstead, Ebenezer Howard’s
Garden City Movement, starting in the UK, further blurred aesthetic and
ecological components of country and city life in search of the ideal form
of middle class environment.8
Cars, as we all know, allowed for even greater suburban sprawl,
reaching an apogee in the 1960s-1980s with white flight from inner cities
and Urban Renewal-era remodels of the urban landscape, which have
been widely critiqued beginning with Jane Jacobs for destroying walkability, human scale experience, and civic life. 9 For millennials, a growing
concern about climate change and the environmental consequences of
fossil fuel consumption has led to a returned desirability of urban living,
of finely grained urban spaces in walkable proximity to work and social
space. In my lifetime, “urban” has shifted from a code word for “dangerous,” “low income,” and “black,” to “trendy” and “gentrified.” Many of my
20-something friends who work minimum wage jobs can hardly afford to
live in urban centers anymore and are migrating or returning to the suburbs or smaller towns.
Suburban developers are following our lead, and adjusting their
models.10 New Urbanism emerged in the 1990s to advocate for a mix of
future and past in urban design—for contemporary technology and aes5	 Source Turn of the 20th century typhoid and flu epidemic = suburbs!
6
“Designing a Middle-Class Community,” PBS (Public Broadcasting Service), accessed May 24, 2020,
https://www.pbs.org/wned/frederick-law-olmsted/learn-more/designing-middle-class-community/.
7
Ibid.
8
The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, “Garden City,” Encyclopædia Britannica (Encyclopædia
Britannica, inc., January 9, 2012), https://www.britannica.com/topic/garden-city-urban-planning. The Editors of
Encyclopaedia Britannica, “Garden City,” Encyclopædia Britannica (Encyclopædia Britannica, inc., January 9,
2012), https://www.britannica.com/topic/garden-city-urban-planning.
9
Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: Random House, 1961).
10
“Four Ways to Argue for ‘New Suburbanism’ | Build a Better Burb,” accessed May 24, 2020, http://
buildabetterburb.org/four-ways-to-make-the-case-for-new-suburbanism/. “Four Ways to Argue for ‘New Suburbanism’ | Build a Better Burb,” accessed May 24, 2020, http://buildabetterburb.org/four-ways-to-make-the-casefor-new-suburbanism/. “Four Ways to Argue for ‘New Suburbanism’ | Build a Better Burb,” accessed May 24,
2020, http://buildabetterburb.org/four-ways-to-make-the-case-for-new-suburbanism/.
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Richard Scarry, The Country Mouse and the City Mouse:
Three Aesop Fables (Sydney: Golden Press, 1962).

“We lived on farms, then
we lived in cities, and
now we’re going to live
on the internet.”
--Justin Timberlake
playing Sean Parker in
The Social Network
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2014/dec/05/ebenezer-howards-three-magnets
Ebeneezer Howard’s Three MagnentsDiagram
In 1895, Ebeneezer Howard began the Garden Cities Movement in the
UK, advocating for built environments that combined the best of town and
country and none of the bad. This diagram represents each type of built
environment as its own magnet with competing force. Similar forces buffet
the populace around today.
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Kheir Al-Kodmany, “New Suburbanism: Sustainable Tall Building Development,” 2016, https://doi.
org/10.4324/9781315598123.
12	 Steve Nygren, personal communication, Serenbe, GA, Wintersession, Jan. 12, 2020.
13
Steven Conn, “Is Rural America The New Inner City?,” HuffPost (HuffPost, April 18, 2017), https://
www.huffpost.com/entry/rural-american-the-new-inner-city_b_58c5961ce4b0a797c1d39e24. Steven Conn, “Is
Rural America The New Inner City?,” HuffPost (HuffPost, April 18, 2017), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/rural-american-the-new-inner-city_b_58c5961ce4b0a797c1d39e24.
14
US National Archives, “Valley of the Tennessee, 1944,” YouTube Video. Published July 21, 2014.
15	 Harry M. Caudill, Night Comes to the Cumberlands: a Biography of a Depressed Area (Boston, MA:
An Atlantic Monthly Press Book, Little, Brown and Company, 2017). p. 14
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thetics to hybridize with the vintage grain and scale of 19th century development.11 In its footsteps has come discussions of “New Suburbanism,”
retrofitting the suburbs to be greener, more pedestrian, and frankly more
“urban.” Building upon this movement, self-described Biophilic suburban
developer, Steve Nygren of Serenbe, Georgia, has added protected green
space and local food security to New Urbanist principles in his “utopic”
community outside of Atlanta.12 The difference between form and perceptions of the suburbs and urban areas might be shrinking, and for thhe
purposes of this project’s focus on the rural, I consider the two to be effectively the same.
Where does this leave rural communities? A 2017 article from Huffington Post asked the question, “Is Rural America the New Inner City?”,13
referring to the push of lower income people out of the inner city, and a
new spotlight on the poverty of many rural communities. Although there
has been fresh attention paid to “rural America” since the 2016 election of
Donald Trump, rural America has actually always received attention for
its poverty.
During the great depression, The Tennessee Valley Authority justified enormous federal expense on dam and electrical infrastructure in the
Southeast with propaganda-like videos highlighting the destitute state of
Tennessee farmers.14 In 1962, Harry Caudill, a native Eastern Kentuckian,
published Night Comes to the Cumberlands: A Biography of a Depressed
Area, which became a bestseller. While Caudill contributes to the discourse on rural poverty by implicating coal companies and the system of
slavery in the Deep South for leaving Appalachian people so “far behind”
economically, he also describes them as “simple people, lacking complexity in emotional or mental makeup.”15 Within the book, the work of the
TVA is highlighted as a lone bright spot in a sea of almost abject darkness.
50 years later, the book Hillbilly Elegy, released in 2016--the same year as
the article “Is Rural America the New Inner City?”, is critiqued for similarly exploiting the sensation of Appalachian poverty without offering much
more substantive, diverse, or empathetic an analysis than Caudill.
I have often thought of our current moment as an urban one, with
urban design students like myself often found exploring increasingly

Force Diagram
There are many forces pushing us into the city and also paving our way out of the city. More broadly, forces
pushing into urban areas include access to public transport and walkable, bikeable commutes, close proximity to other people and social life, and close proximity to centers of wealth and fashion. Decentralizing forces
include the internet and increasing ease of remote work, access to nature, the force of gentrification, and now
fear of the coronavirus.
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After all, the soil is
nothing but the facade
of the void
—Michelle Sbacchi
Michele Sbacchi, “Landscape Urbanism and
Architecture of the Voids,” Procedia Environmental Sciences 37 (2017): pp. 667-675,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.proenv.2017.03.053.

https://ifunny.co/picture/dollar-general-when-theysee-an-empty-field-in-the-wvBwPo9s6

Dollar General is one of the fastest growing retail businesses in the US, a surprise at a time when many brick
and mortar chains are struggling. The company focuses on poor urban and rural areas, and 75% of its locations
are in towns with 20,000 or fewer people. In the past 5 years, Dollar General has opened almost 5,000 new
stores. In my hometown there are four dollar general stores, a Dollar Tree, and a Walmart. All four Dollar General stores opened in the last 5 years, about a mile outside of town in what had been open pasture.
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vertical, ever more sustainable and harmonious cities. The suburbs definitely aren’t cool anymore, and haven’t been for a while, and that’s why my
friends can afford to move there. But as the exurban market grows, capitalism takes note and adapts. The reality is that American cities are continuing to grow outwards at a fast pace, especially east of the Mississippi,
and especially in the Southeastern US.16 Between 1992 and 2012, 31 million
acres of rural land in the United States—cropland, woodlands, pasture,
and range land—have become suburban.17 The land area occupied by
cities globally is set to triple in the next 40 years.18 In my own hometown,
I’ve seen over the years how people I know have opted to buy a few acres
of cheap farmland to build on outside of town, rather than pay more for a
house in need of renovation in town. Although some people prefer living
in a remote rural area, especially those for whom it is a second home or
retirement retreat. Many people who are actually from my community
would like to live in the city limits of Smithvville. As a friend from Smithville put it during my informal thesis interviews this winter, “people
would like to live closer to town if they could. Some of the houses are in
such bad shape, and it’s just not worth it.”19
Although many rural communities are depopulating and aging,
as young people venture into metropolitan areas for work, many rural
communities are still growing. After fluctuating up and down between 5
and 10,000 people in my county for over 150 years, in the last 40 years, our
county population has grown close to 20,000, while the population within
the small city limits of Smithville has stayed about the same.20 This is the
rural condition that I find most interesting, because it suggests that my
rural county is becoming a suburb, becoming urbanized. And, although
rural hollowing presents a set of really important questions about human
experience within conditions of decline, it seems more useful to study
16
Jillian Du and Anjali Mahendra, “Too Many Cities Are Growing Out Rather than Up. 3 Reasons That’s
a Problem,” World Resources Institute, July 12, 2019, https://www.wri.org/blog/2019/01/too-many-cities-aregrowing-out-rather-3-reasons-s-problem. Jillian Du and Anjali Mahendra, “Too Many Cities Are Growing Out
Rather than Up. 3 Reasons That’s a Problem,” World Resources Institute, July 12, 2019, https://www.wri.org/
blog/2019/01/too-many-cities-are-growing-out-rather-3-reasons-s-problem.
17	 Catherine Tumber, “Land Without Bread: The Green New Deal Forsakes America’s Countryside,” The
Baffler, November 5, 2019, https://thebaffler.com/salvos/land-without-bread-tumber.
18	 Mark Swilling, “The Curse of Urban Sprawl: How Cities Grow, and Why This Has to Change,” The
Guardian (Guardian News and Media, July 12, 2016), https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/jul/12/urbansprawl-how-cities-grow-change-sustainability-urban-age.
19
Anonymous Smithville resident, personal communication, Smithville, TN, Wintersession, Jan. 12,
2020.
20	 “U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: DeKalb County, Tennessee,” Census Bureau QuickFacts, accessed
May 24, 2020, https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/dekalbcountytennessee., US Census Bureau. “City and Town
Population Totals: 2010-2019.” The United States Census Bureau, May 7, 2020. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/popest/2010s-total-cities-and-towns.html. US Census Bureau. “City and Town Population
Totals: 2010-2019.” The United States Census Bureau, May 7, 2020. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/popest/2010s-total-cities-and-towns.html.
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Wise stewardship and land use planning of both urban and rural areas can reduce the
pressures on the rural landscape, preserving its essential characteristics and supporting
its diverse natural and managed functions.
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growing rural populations since that is a condition we know for sure is
going to continue.
Rural and non-metro places are attracting immigrants, notably in
the Southeast: large numbers of hispanic immigrants and climate migrants from coastal disaster regions that are expected to continue to arrive with worsening impacts of climate change.21 In my home county, it is
likely that our population would be declining or staying the same if it were
not for immigration into the region, attracted by local industry, including
a thriving nursery industry, as well as the recreational opportunities of
the local lake, Center Hill Lake. Foreign born populations in Tennessee
quadrupled between 1990 and 2010 and almost 33,000 people immigrated to Tennessee just between 2010 and 2014.22 In our Upper Cumberland
region alone, which does not include any of Tennessee’s major cities, over
26,000 immigrants pay over 170 million dollars in taxes each year, and the
majority work in the agricultural sector of the economy.23
Immigration into US rural communities is expected to continue.24
Forecasts of global climate migrants estimate between 25 million and 1
billion in the next 30 years, and approximately 4 to 13 million within the
United States.25 I would like to be ready for continued growth into my
home region in a way that allows us to welcome newcomers into the fold
and also preserve the agricultural and undeveloped land which is vital for
the health of the climate.

21	 Rakesh Kochhar, Roberto Suro, and Sonya Tafoya, “The New Latino South: The Context and Consequences of Rapid Population Growth,” Pew Research Center’s Hispanic Trends Project (Pew Research Center,
December 30, 2019), https://www.pewresearch.org/hispanic/2005/07/26/the-new-latino-south/.; Oliver Milman,
“‘We’re Moving to Higher Ground’: America’s Era of Climate Mass Migration Is Here,” The Guardian (Guardian
News and Media, September 24, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/sep/24/americas-era-ofclimate-mass-migration-is-here.
22
“The Contributions of New Americans in Tennessee,” New American Economy, August 2016 , http://
research.newamericaneconomy.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/nae-tn-report.pdf.
23	 “Explore the Contributions of New Americans in Tennessee, District 6,” New American Economy,
May 13, 2020, https://www.newamericaneconomy.org/locations/tennessee/tennessee-district-6/. “Explore the
Contributions of New Americans in Tennessee, District 6,” New American Economy, May 13, 2020, https://www.
newamericaneconomy.org/locations/tennessee/tennessee-district-6/.
24	 Carlos Martín, “Who Are America’s ‘Climate Migrants,” and Where Will They Go?,” Urban Institute,
April 13, 2020, https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/who-are-americas-climate-migrants-and-where-will-they-go.
Carlos Martín, “Who Are America’s ‘Climate Migrants,” and Where Will They Go?,” Urban Institute, April 13,
2020, https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/who-are-americas-climate-migrants-and-where-will-they-go.
25
Baher Kamal, “Climate Migrants Might Reach One Billion by 2050,” Climate Migrants Might Reach
One Billion by 2050 | Inter Press Service, accessed May 24, 2020, http://www.ipsnews.net/2017/08/climate-migrants-might-reach-one-billion-by-2050/.; Michael E. Hauer, “Millions Projected to Be At Risk From Sea Level
Rise in the Continental Us,” Nature and Climate Change, March 14, 2016, https://mathewhauer.github.io/papers/2016-NCLIMHauer.pdf https://mathewhauer.github.io/papers/2016-NCLIMHauer.pdf https://mathewhauer.
github.io/papers/2016-NCLIMHauer.pdf.
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A final and vital piece to the story of the push and pull from urban centers to rural settlement is our current concoction of internet and
plague. The coronavirus has pointed out that it’s not just talk— everything
really is connected: banks and germs, lungs and hearts, wild animals
and online video conferencing platforms, everyone and everyone else.
The Digital Age has been upon us for some time now, and is inherently
a decentralizing force, which subverts space, allowing the possibility for
access to global communication, influence, and power anywhere with
broadband access. It makes the need to centralize obsolete. Although we
have had the necessary tools to work remotely for a decade, this did not
become the norm without the kick of Covid-19.
Only in the past two months, conditions have changed dramatically
and hhave changed indefinitely. The foundation of my thesis research has
been shaken. Instead of my project reacting to a norm where cities are the
most desirable place to be, it is entirely possible that we are about to see
a collective migration out of the city by those who can afford it. Although
some of my arguments would no longer apply, the overarching importance of my work, I believe, remains. If people with wealth are about to
retreat to the country, the same careful consideration of rural design is
important. The same care for the experiences of existing rural communities is vital.

Image of a cowboy wearing a mask from unknown National Geographic Magazine, cut out for
the purposes of collaging.
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Chapter 4
Writers on the Rural & Agrarianism
Within the field of landscape architecture and urban planning,
many have weighed in on the topic of rural landscapes and their unique
conditions and considerations. In response to the publication of the
Green New Deal, a handful of rural interest groups have commented on
the land use gap in the wording of the legislation.1 These concerns stem
from the loss of rural land in rural or ex-urban places where population
is growing. On the flip side, Karl Kullman represents one landscape architectural response to the condition of rural hollowing in Australia’s wheatbelt.
Moving backwards, there is a rich tradition within our field of
addressing rural landscapes at a regional scale by taking on a planning
role. Indeed, landscape architects like Ian McHarg and Patrick Geddes
revolutionized the relevance of landscape architecture by positioning the
field alongside planning, and considering the landscape as layered set
of systems— including both hinterland and city.2 To the territorial-scale
landscape planning discussion, Lewis Mumford added an environmental
imperative with his description of the 4 Migrations. And steeped in the
design opportunities of the (old) New Deal, Architects Eckbo, Kiley, and
Rose, contributed a needed closer examination of rural design at a more
human scale, although their conversation centers on technology and
values that are now obsolete. Opening up the conversation to a rural-adjacent concept, the final portion of this chapter is dedicated to an overview
of the concept of agrarianism.
Designers and Planners
In her recent publication in The Baffler, Catherine Tumber points
out the importance of rural land use planning that protects agricultural
land from “sprawl” and suburban growth. “Expect a chaotic, speculative
land grab to break out unless the Green New Deal makes farmland protection a priority of the highest order,” she writes, pointing to climate
migration as well as exponential rates of exurban development without

“Fresh air, in the minds of many
people . . .is thought of as a satisfactory substitute for a decent income, wholesome food, medical
care, educational opportunities,
and everything else which the
city dwellers think as necessary. . .
Such a romantic attitude is all too
apparent among American designers. . . On the other hand, there is
the danger that—once recognizing
these needs—the ...landscape designer will uncritically apply urban
design standards to a rural problem..”
—Eckbo, Kiley, and Rose, “Landscape Design in the Rural Environment”
Architectural Record, 1940, p. 2 . I like thhis quote, because, like me, the authors want to
simultaneously ackowledge difference ...and not between the urban and rural contexts.

1	 Carey L. Biron, “Land Is Key Ingredient Missing from U.S. ‘Green New Deal’, Experts Say,” Reuters
(Thomson Reuters, February 8, 2019), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-environment-land-use/land-is-keyingredient-missing-from-u-s-green-new-deal-experts-say-idUSKCN1PX2DQ.
2
Anne Whitson Spirn, “Ian McHarg, Landscape Architecture, and Environmentalism: Ideas and Methhods in Context,” Environmentalism in Landscape Architecture, Washington D.C: Dumbarton Oaks Research
Center.Accessed March 20, 2020, https://annewhistonspirn.com/pdf/environmenalism.pdf.
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Regional Map of the US
This map illustrates the different rural regions of thhe United States, as defined
by US Army Corps of Engineers designers in 1934. The regions, as defined then,
remain helpful delineations between rural areas with different geologic and
cultural influences and attributes.

Regional Urban-Rural Gradient Diagrams
These diagrams attempt to start to illustrate different rural regions of
the United States sectionally, in order to begin to visualize just a few
aspects of the many regional differences in shape, proximity, growth,
and change
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the correlating population growth to justify it over the past 50 years.3 She
calls for a Green New Deal that takes meaningful steps to preserve agricultural land and make it more accessible to those who wish to farm on it
and not only big developers.
As early as 1925, it can be argued that Lewis Mumford began this
discussion that today is called the Green New Deal when he asks us to
consider a “Fourth Migration” that would set right the ills of the previous
three migrations that constructed the American landscape but “ [did] not
[produce] a good environment…[and] sacrificed home, health, and happiness to the pursuit of business enterprise designed to produce maximum profits.”4 In his article entitled, “The Fourth Migration,” he sets up a
framework for understanding changes in human settlement over time by
describing a series of ‘migrations’ which have occurred alongside major
political and technological shifts to re-order human spaces over the fabric
of older orders. He reminds us that “the mold of America has not been
set,” writing in his time about the new flows of capital, global trade, and
the technologies of Modernism that were beginning to characterize the
new “third migration” in which “the flow of men and materials into our
financial centers, the cities where buildings and profits leap upwards in
riotous pyramids.”5 What Mumford describes in 1925 is what David Harvey would eventually describe retrospectively in different terms when
he writes, “The astonishing pace and scale of urbanization over the last
100 years means, for example, we have been remade several times over
without knowing why, how, or wherefore”— according to Harvey— in the
attempt to re-make the city “after our own heart’s desire” along a hopelessly predictable pattern of capitalist boom and bust cycles, predicated
on unsustainable exploitation of resources and labor to create a surplus.6
Harvey’s builds his arguments on a foundation built by Lefebvre, who
coined “the right to the city,” and presciently posited that capitalist processes of urbanization would “obliterate the distinctions between town
and country through the production of integrated spaces.” 7 Mumford and
Lefebvre both seem to predict the inevitability of suburbanization and
exurban growth, described in economic terms by Harvey.
3
Catherine Tumber, “Land Without Bread: The Green New Deal Forsakes America’s Countryside,” The
Baffler, November 5, 2019, https://thebaffler.com/salvos/land-without-bread-tumber.
4
Lewis Mumford, “The Fourth Migration.” In Planning the Fourth Migration: The Neglected Vision of
Regional Planning, Carl Sussman, ed. MIT: 1976.
5
Ibid.
6
David Harvey, “The Right to the City,” New Left Review (New Left Review, October 2008), https://newleftreview.org/issues/II53/articles/david-harvey-the-right-to-the-city. David Harvey, “The Right to the City,” New
Left Review (New Left Review, October 2008), https://newleftreview.org/issues/II53/articles/david-harvey-theright-to-the-city.
7
David Harvey, “The Right to the City,” New Left Review (New Left Review, October 2008), https://newleftreview.org/issues/II53/articles/david-harvey-the-right-to-the-city.
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Eckbo, Kiley, and Rose take on the Rural Landscape in their three
part series for Architectural Record in 1939. Like Tumber, they bemoan
the loss of agricultural land, but their recommendations for rural areas
favor the creation of infrastructure (especially roads), new housing settlement patterns, and family recreation facilities. They write that “The
irreducible requisite of any successful planning is that the forms developed will direct the flow of energy in the most economic and productive
pattern.”8 Because their values are those of the expansion-capitalists
critiqued by Harvey, Lefebvre, and Mumford, their design solutions focus on monolithic disruptive infrastructures of the automobile era that
provide basic placation to workers between their agricultural shifts, and
speeds the shipment of their wares towards the city. Although their article
expresses a desire to attend to the needs and interests of people in rural
environments, their solutions rely on the unsustainable economic surplus
detailed by Harvey, and their limited scope binds rural communities to
an economic model that we have watched crumble in the last 100 years,
leaving rural communities disenfranchised amongst forms and functions
that await translation by the 4th migration.
		
Karl Kullman’s work responds almost pointedly to Eckbo,
Kiley, and Rose 80 years later. He takes on the decline of rural settlements
in the inhospitable Wheat Belt of Central Australia, where desert-like
conditions, which made the area an unlikely place for agriculture in the
first place, combined with water loss and the rise of mechanized industrial agriculture have brought about the decline of small rural communities.
In his 2017 piece for Landscape Architecture Magazine called “Fields of
Decline,” which looks at approaches to rural decline in Australia’s Wheat
Belt, he argues that landscape architects are eligible facilitators for processes of decline because, “landscape architecture’s longstanding emphasis on articulating and stewarding processes of emergence and decay suits
the challenge more than other, more development-oriented professions.”9
Looking at the history and current state of a specific wheatbelt town, he
presents three landscape design strategies: consolidation, adaptation, and
retreat. In justifying this approach, he calls for a “de-stigmatization” of
rural decline, and cites sociologist Bob Birrell’s language of shaking the
“intellectual hegemony of the ideology of growth.”10

An excerpt from Art
and the Human Economy, by John Crowe
Ransom, a founder of
the Southern Agrarian
movement of thhe
1920s and 1930s.

8
Eckbo, Kiley, and Rose. “Landscape Design in the Rural Environment.” In Design Trends in Architectural Record. August 1939. 68-74.
9	 Karl Kullman. “Fields of Decline,” 2017,Landscape Architecture Australia:155: 20.
10	 Karl Kullman. “Fields of Decline” Date. Landscape Architecture Australia: 155: 23.
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Agrarians
In the 1920s, following the publication of Frederick Jackson Turner’s “Frontier Thesis,” rurality received an unprecedented wave of attention, as the US grappled with an identity crisis. Turner pointed out that,
for the first time since the colonizing of America, there was no longer a
physical domestic frontier to be settled.11 He believed this was significant
because American identity had been created around the settling of a frontier by those archetypal rugged individuals. This diagnosis came alongside
the news that, by 1920, more Americans officially lived in cities than rural
areas for the first time in our history.12
Agrarianism as we know it today began at this time. Not the agrarianism of Thomas Jefferson, but agrarianism as a subversion of modern
societal status quo. The agrarian movement of the 1920s and 1930s, however, was not the kind of cool subversive movement that most of today’s
farm-enthusiasts would want to be associated with. The self-described
Southern Agrarians of the 1920s were white, affluent, anti-technology, and
unabashedly racist intellectuals and artists from the South who glorified
their region’s antebellum past, glossed over slavery, and feared the loss of
southern identity with continued urbanization.13 One of the leaders of the
movement, John Crowe Ransom, made a remarkable admission some 20
years after it’s nascence:
I find an irony at my expense in remarking that the judgement just delivered by the
Declaration of Potsdam against the German people is that they shall return to an agrarian
economy. Once I should have thought there could have been no greater happiness for
a people, but now I have no difficulty in seeing it for what it is meant to be: a heavy
punishment. Technically it might be said to be an inhuman punishment, in a case where
the people in the natural course of things have left the garden far behind. 14

Presumably, with the sobering effect of World War 2, and a changing awareness of globality and the benefits of technological advancement,
Ransom was ready to lay down the sword and shield of his agrarian cause.
Although the original agrarians are not worthy of much of a platform, it’s
worth remembering the roots of the concept, to be sure the ruralism of
11	 Turner, Frederick Jackson. The Significance of the Frontier in American History. Ann Arbor: University
Microfilms, 1966.
12
U.S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1920 (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1921), 50-53.
13	 Lucinda H. Mackethan et al., “I’ll Take My Stand: The Relevance of the Agrarian Vision,” VQR Online,
accessed April 22, 2020, https://www.vqronline.org/essay/i%E2%80%99ll-take-my-stand-relevance-agrarian-vision.
14
John Crowe Ransom, “Art and the uman Economy,” in Selected Essays of John Crowe Ransom, Eds.
Thomas Daniel Young, and John J. Hindle, (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1984).
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the future does not repeat the atrocities woven into the rural fabric of the
past.
It’s interesting that, just as Ransom was losing faith in agrarianism,
Aldo Leopold was writing A Sand County Almanac, a work that positioned
Leopold as an important spiritual guide to the American Environmental
movement with his eloquent detailing of the minute and grand, miraculous incidents of country life close to nature. A father of environmental
ethics, he described his concept of land ethic with the simple and direct
logic that, “a thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise.”15
Agrarianism was revived in popular culture in the 1960s and 1970s
with the Back to the Land movement. This time, the movement’s subversiveness lay in its association with the environmental movement and a
rebellion against violence and capitalism. In the back to the land history
and memoir, We Are As Gods, author Kate Daloz describes the 1970s zeitgeist as such:
In the 1970s, without mass communication or decisions of any kind, a desire to become
self-sufficient and live on the open land gripped the young adults of America. Yearning
for freedom, rural peace, and a better world away from uptight parents and the Vietnam
War, the back-to-the-landers made the move to the countryside en masse.16

Though a counter cultural movement spearheaded by priviledged white
people--notably not dissimilarly to the agrarians of the 1920s--the Back
to the land movement also coincided with a general interest on agricultural economy in the 1970s. During this time, the global economy, concentrations of capital and power, and agriculture were at a turning point.
Even amongst non-hippies, agrarianism and the future of the country
was under discussion once again. A university of Tennessee Institute of
Agriculture forum was held on the subject in 1976, where the docket for
discussion included thougtful and still-relevant questions like, “Are societal values derived from the agrarian tradition applicable to public policy
formation in an urban age?”, “Can rural America be considered a major
proponent of resource conservation?”, and “Is the functioning of modern
agriculture in a highly interrelated world consistent with the long-run
well-being of the American people?”17 The opening remarks situated the
15
Aldo Carl. Leopold, A Sand County Almanac (New York: O.U.P., 1966).
16
Kate Daloz, We Are As Gods (Place of publication not identified: PUBLIC AFFAIRS, 2016).
17	 “The Agrarian Tradition in American Society,” University of Tennessee College of Agriculture Forum,
1976, accessed May 15, 2020, https://trace.tennessee.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.
com/&httpsredir=1&article=1004&context=utk_aghistory.
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forum thus:
A major force shaping American values has been the “agrarian tradition” which has
influenced the development of the land-grant college system and modified national
agricultural policy. The agrarian tradition is based principally on the philosophy of John
Locke and was forcefully postulated in this country by Thomas Jefferson. 18

Although the 1970s saw a national reevaluation of rural landscapes
and rural economies, the Back-to-the-landers remained an oddity to the
average working-class ruralite. Although many aspects of hippie culture
have been slowly digested by rural culture over the years, the Romanticism of Back to the Land has remained a pastime of priviledged urbanites. Even so, the movement has had a lasting impact on rural landscapes
where it took root. In a 2017 talk at the Prairie Festival, Brian Donaue,
professor and member of the Land Institute, a rural land interest group,
credits the back-to-the-landers who moved “en masse” to Vermont and
rural New York state in the 1960s and 1970s with the relatively vibrant
landscape of small boutique farms that remain in the region today. In his
speech he says, “that should be our model for a progressive takeover of
the countryside. Give young farmers access to land and support them so
they have a fighting chance of succeeding.”
One of the challenges shared by intellectuals with an agrarian vision today, in the 1970s, and in the 1920s is a disconnection from the many
of the people that currently live in rural America. A Green New Deal seeking to fast-track a new pattern language of agrarianism to address climate
change would have to be intentional about strategies to include the people
that occupy the rural realm now.
A group called the Regrarians today are making strides to assist
beginning farmers, supporting Donaue’s vision. They support farm
planning and knowledge bulding via their membership program, and
assist with connecting farmers to resources. They release a regularly
updated handbook and spread their message via a 2015 documentary,
Polyfaces. The term regrarian is an exciting update to a word that might
need a refresh. “A neologism of ‘Regenerative Agrarian’,” their website
reads, Regrarian “is a term first coined by Darren J Doherty in 2013 to
describe those who are actively undertaking the serious & timely process
of regenerating, restoring, rehabilitating, rekindling and rebooting
production landscapes, be they urban or rural, across the world.”19
18	 “The Agrarian Tradition in American Society,” University of Tennessee College of Agriculture Forum,
1976, accessed May 15, 2020, https://trace.tennessee.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.
com/&httpsredir=1&article=1004&context=utk_aghistory.
19	 “About,” Regrarians, accessed May 25, 2020, http://www.regrarians.org/about/. “About,” Regrarians:
About, accessed May 25, 2020, http://www.regrarians.org/about/.
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Land Classified as rural by the US Census
Bureau This map illustrates in yellow
the land classified as rural by the United
States Census Bureau. This percentage
of land exists outside te city limits
delineating urban areas in the US.

“Story Map Series,” gis (US Census Bureau), accessed January 24, 2020, https://gis-portal.data.census.gov/arcgis/
apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=7a41374f6b03456e9d138cb014711e01.
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Chapter 5
Rural Landscapes & Climate Change
Depending on the definition of rural used, rural America
comprises between 97 and 76% of the American Landscape.1 Whether
defined in terms of density, municipal boundaries, or economics, rural
landscapes are important because they present unparallelled climate
services, climate impacts, and climate opportunities in the form of land,
productive land use, and undeveloped land.
Three seminal documents of the past 15 years compile a set of
measurable solutions to the climate crisis: Drawdown, The UN Paris
Climate Accord, and The Green New Deal. In each of these, many
recommended changes in land use would take place in rural landscapes.
The climate at large and rural lands both suffer from the externalization
of value they provide society, therefore the solutions to climate crisis look
very similar to propping up rural communities with money to supplement
under-valuation within our current economic model.
This chapter begins with a diagram of the content of the Green
New Deal with highlighted land uses that would very likely need to take
place almost entirely in rural landscapes. Even the land uses that are not
entirely rural, wich are not highlighted, would affect rural areas as well.
I then matched the Green New Deal interventions that I categorized as
rural with proposals with corresponding land use types from the book,
Drawdown, to begin to visualize what these changes would look like on
the ground at a human scale.
To further this understanding of experiential scale, over
Wintersession, I visited several places where Green New Deal type
operations are being implemented. Getting an “image of the country” to
associate with Green New Deal proposals, brought them off the paper, and
laid the foundation for the design phase of my thesis work.

1	 “Defining Rural Population,” Official web site of the U.S. Health Resources &amp; Services Administration, December 19, 2018, https://www.hrsa.gov/rural-health/about-us/definition/index.html; Haya El Nasser,
“What Is Rural America?,” The United States Census Bureau, May 23, 2019, https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2017/08/rural-america.html.
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Site Visits
• Caney Fork Farms, Carthage, TN
• Propagate Ventures, Hudson, NY
• Serenbe, Chattaoochie Hills, GA
• Wolfe’s Neck Farm, Portland, ME

Caney Fork Farms, Carthage, TN

Site Functions
• Agroforestry
• Animals: sheep, cattle, pigs
• Vegetable CSA
• Scientific testing of biodynamic
practices via OpenTeam

• Center Hill Dam and Lake and Edgar Evins State
Park, Smithville, TN
• Mountaineer Wind, Thomas, WV
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Propagate Ventures
Hudson, NY Project
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“Every state and town
has an incentive structure. As what are the
trends x incentives”

Site Functions
• Agroforestry
• Private business startup:
a forestry investment firm
if you will
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“A big part of managing from long
distances is having a system in
place for educational touchhpoints”

How does it meet my rural design goals?
Propagate Ventures is an inspiring project because it approaches the need for change
in rural land use through the market and could and is taking place outside of federal
investment in large scale change. Rural land-owners can come to their team for property management of tree crops which will provide a return to the landowner as well as
Propagate. Because they design and manage 40-some projects around the US, there is
something to be learned from their strategies. When I asked Jeremy, one of the business’
founders about how they can keep track of so many complex projects he said, “a big part
of managing from long distances is having a system in place for educational touchpoints.”
In the case of the project we visited, for example, they connected with a conventional
soy farmer on the property adjacent to this site to contract management of the project
according to their stipulations. In doing so, they are getting more people involved, and
teaching thhe necessary skills for more climate-friendly land management. This is a
great model for rural design.
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It looks like there’s nothing here, but the pasture
is being prepared for planting chestnut trees and
blackcurrants in alternating rows. They contracted with a conventional farmer next door to
manage this land: ripping ground, mowing, and
sourcing labor according to their directions
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How does it meet my rural design goals?
Serenbe is a beautiful and much-needed example of a community design that promotes walking over driving
and weaves the contributions of nature and agriculture in the fabric of the community and the cost of living.
On the other hand, it’s hard to know how to translate the lessons of this community to an existing small town,
especially one with a far less affluent constituency. I’m most interested in learning from Serenbe and using it as
a case study with that translation in mind. How could you equitably retrofit a Serenbe? How could I work these
values into the context of an existing small town where people need affordable housing?

Walking path connects
neighborhood enclaves
more efficiently than the
road, meaning someone
might walk and get there
at the same time a driver
would

Lots are compact
& houses close together

Serenbe, Chattahoochie Hills, GA

Golf carts are a popular
mode of getting around the
neighborood
NO LAWNS ALLOWED
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Site Functions
• Housing and Urban Development
• Testing of Biophilic Development, an
evolution of New Urbanism
• Preserving more undeveloped
land than a traditional suburban
development
• Incorporates pedestrian trails and an
organic farm into the community
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ng bed regularly to aerate = good composted manure

s get to leave their stalls and choose which one to eat out of

How does it meet my rural design goals?
Wolfe’s Neck Center is a wonderful example of a working farm making
a larger impact through education and active participation in their
community. It meets all of my rural design goals and I would be thrilled
to see a similar institution in my home county. The Center itself is not a
viable model for the average farm to imitate, because it is a non-profit
with a relatively large staff that started with the donation of a large sum of

The ocean

One of their
current
studies
involves
testing
whether
seeweedbased feed
reduces cow’s
methane
emissions

Vegetable tunnels

money. However, the biodynamic
farming practices that the center
experiments with, however, are a
great model for family farmers to
learn from and copy. It is valuable
for a research farm with the
financial support of a non-profit to
do the hard and risky job of testing
more sustainable practices in order
to pave the way to achieving larger
numbers of more sustainable farms.

Diverse varieties of peach trees!

Wolfe’s Neck Center
For Agriculture and
the Environment
Freeport, ME

There are solar arrays on top of the barn

Compost-bedded pack dairy barn= AIR FLOW

Site Functions
• Dairy farm
• Dairy farmer apprenticeship
program (DGA)
• Vegetable farm
• Campsites
• Community education
• Environmental research
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Center Hill Dam and State Park, Smithville, TN
Site Functions
• Hydropower Generation
• Water Recreation
• Tourist Economy
• Vacation Homes and Rentals
• Camping, playgrounds, and
hiking trails
• State Park Programming and
Facilities

Campground below the dam
Road

wer Generation
rastructure

Small campground with an
ominous view of the dam, a boat
ramp, grills, and picnic tables

Dam

Max depth 190 ft.
The Caney Fork River
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How does it meet my rural design goals?
Center Hill Dam, like the lake is a MASSIVE imposition in the landscape. The construction of the
lake displaced thousands of people, covered unique
regional riverine ecologies, and historic Native American sites. On the other hand, the lake introduced
electrical power to the region, as well as jobs and recreational value. Center Hill Lake represents the kind
of infrastructure the Green New Deal sould avoid. It is
monolithic and disruptive. Because it is already a part
of this regions natural context, however, Green New
Deal repair and updates to this site should retrofit
contemporary best practices by improving access to
the water, while enhancing and celebrating ecology.
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Human Access Door,
reminding us of scale

People are not here

How does it meet my rural design goals?
Mountaineer Wind’s Intervention along the ridgeline above Thomas,
West Virginia is beautiful in a soaring way. It has a presence in the
area in how the giant windmills appear over the ridgeline, closer
than they seem. They’re larger than life yet match the scale of the
mountains and the dynamism of the terrain. Their presence is felt as
you drive the Highway out of Thomas towards te main road, and at
different points in your trip to Thomas, you will see them sometimes
singularly, swinging a blade from behind a tree at your 11 o clock and
at other moments the windmills are a collection of toothpicks at the
horizon, standing a light and sharp sentry over barns and coal roads
and dollar stores. This is all to say, they are both monolithic and
likeable. This particular intervention would be closer to meeting my
goals if it layered human scale use. But here on this ridgeline, I’m not
sure if even that would be a useful allocation of resources.
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Mountaineer Wind,
Thomas, WV
Site Functions
• Wind power Generation
• Service entry road only
• Habitat
• Carbon sequestration
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Part 2:
Testing Rural Design
Theory for the Green New
Deal in Dekalb County,
Tennessee
102
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Chapter 6
A Place and a Case
Dekalb County, Tennessee

Edgar Evins State Park, Road to the Appalachian Center for Craft, Dekalb County, TN

The Liberty Mule, Liberty, Tennessee, painted by unknown artist, circa 1910
Dekalb County, Tennessee, in Eastern CentralTennessee
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Gordonsville

Cookeville

Watertown
Alexandria

Liberty

Auburntown

Smithville
Sparta

Doyle
Woodbury

0 miles
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Dekalb County Map:
This map shows Smithville and it’s rural radius
in Dekalb county in relation to other towns in the
area. The county boundary was determined to be an
acceptable boundary of study because at any given
point along the county line, one would be roughly
halfway between Smithville and the next small town.
The county is divided roughly into 3 regions: The
Flatlands of the South, the lake area to the North
and East, and the Hills and valleys of the Smith Fork
region to the West.

5 miles

Spencer
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A Reversed Figure Ground
Reveals the rural terrain that surrounds Smithville,
TN and nearby towns. Blue highhlighting of streams
and waterways is intended to point out the relatively larger impact work in rural territory, as opposed
to the white towns, would have on environmental
quality. Smithville in the center, is surrounded by a
dynamic topography with a variety of uses.

0 miles
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5 miles
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bel as regional context

Nashville

Smithville

Yellow areas delineate city limits. Smithville, TN is about 60 miles from Nashville, which has emerged as one of
the fastest growing metropolitan areas in the country over the past 15 years. Smithville lies in the Caney Fork
River Watershed, whhich is a part of the larger Cumberland Plateau Watershed which extends Northeast into
Eastern Kentucky.
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Chapter 7
Landscape Development in Dekalb County, TN
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Dekalb County levys a 10 c.
bridge tax to improve county
roadways

By the turn of the 20th century, Smithville
was an important freshwater pearl trading
market for pearls harvested from native river
mussels in the Caney Fork River. With the
rise of plastics, the pearl and mussel shell
industry in Tennessee was largely forgotten
(Tommy Webb, History of Dekalb County)

In his history of Dekalb
County, historian Tommy
Webb describes the thick
canebreaks that once
dominated the lowlands of
Dekalb County.

Ads like these issued in the 1920s in the Putnam
County Herald, a newspaper published in the
closest small city to Dekalb County, Cookeville
TN, only 25 miles away, suggest that harvesting
resources from the woods was keeping laborers busy into the 20th century. Logging, hunting, and trapping of furs were all important
industries in the region’s rich forested land

Floating structures were a way of li
on the Caney Fork River, which wa
prone to intense flooding by the tu
of the 20th century due to intense
deforestation. The Floating Mills,
like this one depicted in the picture
above (from Slovenia) that existed
Dekalb County are now commemo
rated in name only by “Floating Mi
Campground on the North side of

Tennessee issues land grants
to attract white settlers

Center Hill Lake

This historic photo of a Caney Fork
ferry boat in Dekalb County from t
1920s shows what it might have bee
like to move to the region in the 19
century. The river was a conduit of
goods, livelioods, and people, all of
which were erased with the floodin
of Center Hill Lake during the New
Deal.
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1820

Dekalb County founded in 1837

1840

1860

1880

1900

1920
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Model Cities

Tobacco subsidies

1900
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1920

1940

1960

1980

2000

2020
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Pictured above is the old county courthouse, and the new county courthhouse built in Smithville during its participation in the federal Model Cities Prgram. Model Cities was a part of Urban Renewal and the War on Poverty waged
in the 1970s. Through the efforts of Dekalb’s congressional representative at the time, Smithville, TN was the only
small rural town chosen to participate in the federal program, which included major cities like Boston, Detroit,
New Orleans, and Los Angeles. The influx of money that came into the county for infrastructural and civic building
projects at the time was a temporary boon. However, in the long run, it was not enough to position Smithville as
any better off than many other small towns in the region today. Perhaps this was because Dekalb County was given
an urban treatment.
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Chapter 8

Green New Deal Opportunities in Dekalb County

Dekalb county lies in the foothills of the Cumberland Plateau of
Eastern Central Tennessee. It is a little over an hour from Nashville and
two hours from Knoxville. It is a landscape rich in water and timber,
with a moderate climate and a prominent winding lake, created from the
dammed Caney Fork River. We are home to limestone geology and generally alkaline soils with myriad caves and sinkholes to be found throughout
the land. Established in 1837, the county was one of the last to be created
in Tennessee. The county can be divided into upland plateau and river
valley and ridge areas. Because there are two prominent rivers, there are
colloquially three sections of the county. Tommy Webb, our longtime local
historian explained them thus:
The Smith Fork Valley area, the Caney Fork area, and the Highland Rim
Plateau, often locally known as the flatwoods. The Flatwoods area until
after 1900 was thinly settled and had generally poor soil; a corn crop was
mostly nubbins until commercial fertilizer became available. Land on the
Caney Fork was much more fertile; the river bottoms could produce 100
bushels of corn to the acre year after year with no fertilizer… The Western
section of the county is drained by Smith Fork Creek and has the same fertile limestone soil as does the Caney Fork. This was the first area settled in
the county and was the most prosperous area for a century or more.1

The three regions of Dekalb county can be loosely associated with
different types of land use: Lake (The Caney Fork), Plateau (traditionally
called, “the Barrens”), and The Smith Fork River valley. The Caney Fork
River is Now Center Hill Lake. This is the realm of Edgar Evins State Park,
which claims the ¼ mile margin all around the lake, over 6,000 acres of
land and approximately 415 mi miles of lakefront.2 This area is associated
with vacation houses built on steep slopes, and a Tennessee Tech Craft
Center Campus. The Caney Fork area has steep slopes, higher land value,
and comprises an arc stretching from the North to south East Part of the
County. The general use of this area is recreation, tourism, waterfront,
1	 Thomas G. Webb, A Bicentennial History of DeKalb County, Tennessee (Smithville, TN: Bradley Print.
Co., 1995).
2
“Edgar Evins State Park,” Tennessee State Parks, accessed May 24, 2020, https://tnstateparks.com/
parks/edgar-evins.
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protected park and forest.
The plateau begins with the Smithville and extends Southward
in roughly a V shape towards Warren County. Although the soils of this
plateau region were once considered poor, much agriculture, rangeland,
and nursery production goes on in this section of the county with the help
of commercial fertilizers. The land use opportunity in this region is larger
scale pasture, nursery, and flatland forest
The Smith Fork/Snows hill area is to the West, and resembles the
Caney Fork region prior to the introduction of the lake. With rolling hills
and hollows with fertile agricultural valleys this part of the county is
home to less dramatic topography than the Caney Fork area, with smaller
farmland tracts than the flatwoods, richly forested hillsides, and small
creeks and rivers. Here, land use is a hybrid of the other two areas: in
forestry, logging, farming, pasture, and nursery
Population:
In 2017, Dekalb County had a population of 19,380 people, with a
median income of 40,690 (compared to the National median of 61,937), a
poverty rate of 18.9%, and median age of 41. There are 8,003 people employed in Dekalb county, with the average commute time as 27.5 minutes
(including those employed outside the county). 2% of residents commute
more than 90 minutes. The largest industries in Dekalb County are Manufacturing (2,237 people), Health Care and Social Assistance (974 people),
and Education (830 people). The highest paying industries are Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation (77,500), and Transportation, Warehousing, and
Utilities (37,355). On average, men make almost 40% more than women in
the same jobs.3

Agriculture:
23.8 % of Dekalb county’s land is actively used for agriculture, and
3
“U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: DeKalb County, Tennessee,” Census Bureau QuickFacts, accessed
May 24, 2020, https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/dekalbcountytennessee. “U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts:
DeKalb County, Tennessee,” Census Bureau QuickFacts, accessed May 24, 2020, https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/dekalbcountytennessee; US Census Bureau, “City and Town Population Totals: 2010-2019,” The United
States Census Bureau, May 7, 2020, https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/popest/2010s-total-cities-and-towns.html.
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Wilson
County

according to census data from 2017, the agricultural industry employs
179 people, or 2.4% of the population.4 The median income of agricultural workers is 21k, the second lowest median income of any sector of our
local economy.5 In Dekalb county there are a total of 654 farms that comprise 88,169 acres (out of the total county acreage of 210,551 acres) with an
average size of 135 acres.6
Of existing land used in service of agriculture, 17,111 acres are
dedicated to hay and forage, 4,324 acres are in soybeans, 921 in corn, and
607 acres are used to grow nursery crops. Although nurseries are a smaller portion of our agricultural land, the nursery industry makes well over
half of total gross agricultural income for the county. (sales $1,000: grains
and beans: 2,899, Vegetables/grocery crops: 78, Nursery: 12,911, Livestock
and poultry: 5,622, Cattle: 5,255, Goats/sheep: 98, Horses/ponies/donkeys/
mules: 211.7 We rank 1 in the state for value produced from Fruit and nut
trees, and 5 in the state for the value of our nursery industry.8

Smith
County

The Smith Fork

The CaneyFork

White
County
Cannon
County

The Flatwoods

Warren
County

0 miles
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5 miles

4	 “Dekalb County Tennessee,” DataUSA, Accessed March 20, 2020, https://datausa.io/profile/geo/dekalbcounty-tn; “Dekalb County Tennessee, US Census of Agriculture County Profile, United States Department of
Agriculture, 2017, https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/AgCensus/2017/Online_Resources/County_Profiles/
Tennessee/cp47041.pdf.
5	 Dekalb County Tennessee,” DataUSA, Accessed March 20, 2020, https://datausa.io/profile/geo/dekalbcounty-tn
6	 “Dekalb County Tennessee, US Census of Agriculture County Profile, United States Department of
Agriculture, 2017, https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/AgCensus/2017/Online_Resources/County_Profiles/
Tennessee/cp47041.pdf. “Dekalb County Tennessee, US Census of Agriculture County Profile, United States
Department of Agriculture, 2017, https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/AgCensus/2017/Online_Resources/
County_Profiles/Tennessee/cp47041.pdf.
7
Ibid.
8	 Ibid.
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Developed Land

Corn and Soy Monocrops

Open pasture

Forested Land

Slope + Lake
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Nurseries

http://mtna.com/

Dekalb County Nurseries
The map to the right illustrates the
plant nurseries found in Dakalb
County and it’s surrounding
region. With nurseries shown
in green, rural land is in pink
with yellow delineating official
city limits and all county-wide
buildings shown in brown.
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Open pasture and Grasslands
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Opportunities
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Chapter 9
Design Ideas for the Green New Deal in Dekalb

Design Principles for my Rural County
Decentralized Design Solutions
Rural = Decentralized
Make the Green New Deal rural for rural places!
Community Building
Community building means making building and development
choices for the future that promote sense of community and sense of
place. It means building for the community that lives here now. This
means encouraging more concentrated town growth, encouraging growth
that isn’t dependant on cars, and the inclusion of public and community
spaces that bring the community together. This means creating community space for young and old, and giving everyone a sense of shared
ownership. This means actively working to welcome immigrants into the
community. This means the protection of our greatest resource as a rural
community--our land! Our undeveloped and agricultural land should not
be given away to outside developers to make a quick buck when the long
term consequence could be bad for our community. In many places this
type of smart growth is encouraged through zoning.
Community Engagement
This means involving the community as much as possible in decisions about how investment in our future is made. This means all externalities are accounted for, and there is a fair reciprocity for the invaluable resources our rural community supplies to other places. More than
reaching out during decision-making processes, rural engagement must
include investment in education, and meaningful efforts to involve younger generations in community life and community decision-making. To be
successful, engagement muct be equitable, making a concerted effort to
include voices that may be underrepresented in current regional politics,
like young people, people of color, undocumented people, and women.
Community Ownership
This means keeping profits in our community! This means community authorship and agency!
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Idea 1: Agroforester’s
Nursery Collective
If a major Green New Deal initiative for Middle
Tennessee aims to achieve the widespread plantingv of
trees for carbon sequestration, I propose a county or
regional agroforesters collective that shares the resources needed to kickstart small scale agroforestry operations on farm and pasture land as well as unused mown
land of any kind, including large residential yards. This
would work toward the added goal of building up a tree
crop-based agricultural economy in rural Tennessee.
The idea for adding the nursery layer comes from the
strength of the existing nursery industry in our region,
and the existing infrastructure and network in place for
wholesale plant distribution.
For members of the agroforesters collective who
also wish to participate in the collective nursery, they
may choose to plant saplings in below ground pots in
their agroforestry rows which otherwise would have
been thinned as the trees grew, or left as open space
between trees. With a database of the various trees being grown in the region by participating agroforesters,
managers of the nurserey collective’s nursery business
can take from individual farmers the burden of marketing and selling their extra tree crop.
The collective would also provide necessary tools
for beginning an agroforestry operation, available at a
community tool library in Smithville. At smaller scales,
starting tree crops can be more expensive than it is
worth. By sharing resources and lowering
the burden of upfront costs, the collective
will allow more and smaller farms to get
started with agroforestry.
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Idea 2: Decentralized,
Community-owned Power
In many sunny parts of the Southern US, large fields are given over to the
unanimous use of solar arrays to generat power at a large scale in one place.
Although some operations are trying out
meadow planting and silvapasture paired
with solar power production, there are
challenges that prevent the easy pairing
ofother uses of a solar farm. If power
generation were decentrlalized and
produced across the county on existing
buildings, we would be able to generate
more solar power in Dekalb county than
a typical solar field.
Decentralizing solar production
could easily happen through a system of
incentives. Prior to 2016, home-owners
who installed solar power received a tax
credit and could sell their extra power back to the grid. Bringing back and
improving upon this initiative would be a
great first step towards this goal.
This decentralized approach
would achieve the added goal of involving the community, and giving community-members the ownership of the
collective project.
This image began with a historic
photo of Center Hill Lake when the dam
was first built, and the lake first flooded.
By replacing the lake—an enormous and
disruptive intervention created to bring
electricity to the region— with a more
decentralized approach would be thhe
right step for the 21st century.
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Idea 3: “The Wagon Wheel” A Community
Bike Path
The intention for a community bike path is to
strengthen the civic fabric of the town, update local park
infrastructure for the 21st century, and encourage more
consolidated future town growth to protect currently
undeveloped lands in the county.
This diagrammatic map includes an inner loop measuring
approximately 8 miles, that would connect many of the
community’s important civic nodes, including all of
the local schools, the WalMart out on the highway, the
community center and other municipal buildings that
have been moved out to the highway, and the town center
via radial pathways inward.
Providing spaces and activities for young people
repeatedly came up to me in community interviews as
something that is sorely needed. By connecting the school
system and major landmarks, the Wagon Wheel could be a
space for every age group to come together, especially the
youth.
Taking Serenbe as a model, not all pathways
would need to be paved for bikes, some of the radiating
connection paths could be simple dirt trails.
An outer loop is proposed that connects with the
more utilitarian loop for the community. The outer loop
would attract eco-tourists and be available for the more
ambitious local commuter. This path would measure
approximately 20 miles in diameter. and circle along the
edge of the plateau, overlooking the steep wooded slopes
of the North part of the county, and through lowland flood
zones in the agricultural section to the South. Additional
loops would be added to connect the town with Edgar
Evins State Park and the closest lake access point, down
Holmes Creek holler. The North loop from town to lake
would measure about 3.5 miles to the lake, while a full
loop running along the lakefront and back to the highway
via the ridgeline would add up to 14 miles.
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A town greenway connecting the town center to the
local commons—the lake—would likely pass land participating in the local Agroforester’s Collective
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The power generating capacity of the lake
is updated with the cleanest technology,
connection between town and waterfront is
strengthened, and the lake and park are treated as a community civic space and common.
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The bike path forms a civic
fabric, connecting the major
landmarks of town, including
Walmart out on the highway.
Young people congregate and
use the path to get to school
and Walmart, wildflower
meadows create a connected
pollinator meadow through the
town, and the path encourages
people to live in walkable
proximity, encouraging more
condensed town growth.
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Tool Library
164

The intersection of bike path, tool library and collective
space, and condensed affordable housing in town create
a vibrant, diverse, and layered moment.
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Chapter 10
Reflection
My thesis process has taken me down several very different paths,
from collaging, research, and writing, to designing, philosophizing, and
book-making. It has on the whole been non-linear, fun, stressful, confusing, and super rewarding. Although my ambition was to emerge with
some universally-applicable conclusion about ruralness as a general concept, I made the most headway in my own understanding when I was able
to narrow down the topic by examining how my ideas about ruralness
and rural theory would be expressed in a specific place or in relation to a
specific concept. Because of my research emphasis, I didn’t have the time
a typical thesis process might have had for site analysis and design details,
and it helped to use my own hometown as a site for this phase of exploration because I’m already so familiar with it. Keeping design ideas conceptual allowed me to explore several instead of just one. It wasn’t until I
made this final set of loosely visualized design ideas that I could really see
their common denominator and rewrite previous expository sections with
clearer thesis statements and arguments.
I arrived at the idea that rural means decentralization right at the
end of this thesis process, and for it to be truly definitive, the idea needs
more testing. I don’t know yet if it is really helpful at all to think of ruralness this way. Offhand, I can think of several arguments against this
conclusion that deserve to be thought out more clearly. For example, I’m
arguing that decentralization is definitive of ruralness, and yet I want my
town to develop in a more centralized form at the small scale, to achieve
a greater sense of community and place and to protect undeveloped land.
Protecting undeveloped land, as I frame it, serves urbanites moreso than
rural people who prefer to live out in the country, but I want to prioritize
what is best for rural places and allow them power over Green New Deal
changes. I also don’t like suburbanization, which is an expression of decentralized urbanity. How does that fit in?
I want rural communities to drive the Green New Deal, but I still
want a role for myself as a designer. I argue that rural areas should be
recognized and utilized more carefully for their larger utilitarian role in
society related to climate change, but I don’t want urbanites to design the
Green New Deal based solely on this abstraction of rural places. What
happens when I say I want rural people to have agency over the Green
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New Deal, but they don’t like how I propose that we realize its goals? I
have my values biases as a designer, environmentalist, etc., and they may
well be at odds with the values of many rural people, including in my own
hometown. How do I actually integrate a design and engagement practice,
especially in the rural context where there is not a playbook for this.
And speaking of the playbook, another important part of my process was creating one for myself. Writing and collaging together were a
generative way to work through ideas throughout the process. Collaging
began as a way to illustrate my book and incorporate artwork into my
thesis—an aspirational nod to the context of my MLA being here at an
internationally acclaimed art school. My work may or may not live up to
that high standard, but it did help me to think through my ideas about the
meaning of rural and it forced me to clarify my values and subconscious
associations. Collaging by hand out of magazines was both a welcome
break from the screen, and a really creative exercize that felt far more
productive than starting in photoshop with the universe of Google Images
at my fingertips. I feel that using analog magazine collaging brought about
more creative and symbolic metaphors, where using online image searches can result in super literal representations that don’t teach me as much.
There is a place and a time for both methods to be sure.
Conceptually, I liked the idea of working with existing imagery to
create new but actually not new ideas. I liked the idea of manipulating imagery that already exists to symbolize how solutions can come out of existing practices, and integrate existing people and culture into new practices. Because a big part of my thesis question was whether we should think
of rural design as something on the level of urban design, it was a kind of
conceptual art project in itself to attempt tocollage onto the concept of
rural design some of the legitimacy of urban design by imagining what it
might be like if the same rich academic lexicon existed for rural design as
urban design.
There is just as much contradiction in this part of my work as the
rest because I am trying to draw attention to how little we talk about
rural landscapes while more attention from designers could ruin what I
love about them. In this, I might be colluding with Rem Koolhaas. When
I went to see Rem Koolhaas’s exibit at the Guggenheim this Winter, right
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before the Covid-19 meltdown, I was inspired and excited but the exhibit
also made me feel extremely anxious. By billing it “The Countryside, The
Future,” I felt the hungry eyes of capitalism shifting towards the country.
There was a point where the exhibit explicitly encouraged or perhaps
prophesied a “resettling” of the countryside, which seemed to assume
that all rural places are losing population. Although many rural places are
hollowing, especially globally, that is not the case everywhere, and not
in most of the eastern half of the United States. Also, in the case of rural
places that are hollowing, declining by conventional definitions, what if
that doesn’t have to be assumed to be a bad thing? What if these very definitions of success and failure in design and development were the next
flashy exhibit in New York?
The exhibit really was outstanding and I learned so much in attendance. This thesis is about how to proceed as his prophesy continues
to come true. Koolhaas drew the world’s attention to the urban issues of
Lagos, Nigeria, designing fantastic colorful re-iterations of their floating
slum villages. What has come of it? The city has re-developed the historic
urban core and its waterfront and thousands of slum dwellers propagating traditional indegenous forms of floating settlement were displaced.
Not to put all the blame on him. So many urban designers and landscape
architects specifically have put all of their energy into the urban realm
for decades, and it’s not equitable yet. If we as a profession are to turn our
focus to rurality next, we have to address our role within an economic
framework and system that is built on exploitation. Without addressing
this, how can we achieve the socially just design that we all want? How
can we stop climate change? What has actually come of the Urban Design profession’s intense focus on the urban realm since the ‘90’s and why
should I trust y’all with the country?
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